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AD Post Selection Instructions 
1. Congratulations on your selection! 

1.1. The Officer Training program at OTS is the gateway to the Air Force officer 
corps. OTS helps prepare you for the leadership challenges you'll face as an 
officer in the Air Force. As an Officer Trainee, you're tested and trained for 8 
weeks in an academically and physically challenging program. You'll find 
earning your officer's commission to be as rewarding as earning your 
degree. But even more rewarding will be your career as an Air Force Officer! 

1.2. To better help with your transition from the enlisted corps to the 
officer corps, it is important for you to review and comply with the 
following information, as well as the information listed on the 
Officer Training School website: 
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Holm-Center/OTS/ 
You will find information on the Officer Training School Page and a link to 
the Welcome Guide. Once assigned to a class you will receive an e-mail 
from WINGS at your non-military email provided with directions on how to 
login and complete the prerequisite course prior to reporting to class. 

1.3. If you have Air Force questions, you may email 
AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil after you have read all program 
guidance and information. Please understand we have a limited 
staff and it may take several days to get a response. Do not send 
duplicate emails. All emails are answered in the order received. 

1.4. Applicants will not receive a class assignment until all post- 
selection requirements have been satisfied. These instructions 
address items that apply to all OTS selects and some that are 
specific to AFSC. Locate your Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), 
refer to the table of AFSC requirements below, and review the 
associated notes that follow. Once you have completed all the 
identified requirements, you will be processed for a class 
assignment. If time permits, you may receive a courtesy reminder 
from AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil listing your missing 
requirements. However, please do not rely on reminders as it is your 
responsibility to ensure you satisfy all post-selection requirements. 

1.5. You will receive your official class notification via WINGS email to provided 
non-military email. Any issues with your WINGS account needs to be 
directed to the WINGS Helpdesk. The helpdesk cannot help with class 
assignments. You may contact the WINGS helpdesk by emailing: 
OTS.Registrar.Workflow@us.af.mil 

 
2. Class Assignments 

2.1. All selects must fill out the ‘Active Duty Post-Selection Form’ and send it to 
AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil. If sending encrypted members must look up 
email in global (AFRS/RSOCL LO Accessions) not just copy and paste from this 
document. 
 

2.2. Air Force needs will dictate which AFSCs are assigned to a class first. 

2.3. Please limit inquires on attaining class assignment dates. However, if you 
feel you have a special circumstance that requires our attention, please 
send a detailed email to: AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil 
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2.4. If you are currently deployed or in the process of entering a deployment, 
be sure to adjust your “Date of Availability” accordingly on the ‘Active Duty 
Post-Selection Form.’ Deployments take precedence over OTS. Only your 
commander can request modification to your deployment length or 
cancellation if it is deemed possible or necessary. Please note that 
cancellation of a deployment will not necessarily advance your class 
assignment. Your commander may email AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil 
if they have any questions. 

2.5. Once all requirements are met, AFRS/RSOCL will forward your record to 
AFPC/DP1TSA to process your follow-on assignment through your Military 
Personnel Flight (MPF) Relocation Office. You will receive your AFPC 
notifications in MyPers, via CMS case email notification. Once you receive 
your assignment notification from AFPC, contact your FSS Relocations 
office to set-up an initial assignment appointment to initiate manual order 
generation. (Note: Due to CMS having a standard format message, it will 
state that there is a problem, however, there is not a problem on the initial 
notifications.) 

 
3. Fitness Program IAW AFI 36-2905 

It is your responsibility and your commander’s responsibility to ensure that you 
meet the standards Department of the Air Force Manual (DAFMAN) 36-2905, Air 
Force Physical Fitness Program, Chapter Six. Failure to meet this standard upon 
arrival to OTS will result in your elimination from OTS. (Note: You will be 
administered the fitness test within the first week of OTS.) 

 
4. Assignment Availability Code 5 

We will be requesting your AAC 05 to be extended out 1 year from your 
selection date to prevent you from getting an enlisted assignment. Contact us 
immediately if you have or receive an enlisted assignment that has not been 
cancelled. 

 
5. Retainability - DO NOT SEPARATE! 

Those currently assigned to a CONUS location are required to attain a minimum 
of 6 months retainability from their estimated OTS graduation date. Those who 
are currently overseas will need to have 12 months retainability beyond their 
OTS class report date before HQ AFRS/RSOCL may submit their DEROS 
curtailment request. (Note: This is required to prevent the personnel system 
from automatically changing a member’s DEROS to their Date of Separation. 
This can happen once the member is within 12 months of their separation date). 

 
6. Overseas Select 

You are required to complete half of your overseas tour prior to going to OTS. 
Your class assignment will be established as close to your DEROS as possible. 
We will make every attempt to minimize the necessity for an overseas 
extension, however, you may be required to extend after you receive your class 
and follow-on assignment. If a DEROS curtailment is required, HQ AFRS/RSOCL 
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will initiate the request to AFPC/DPAA5 60-90 days prior to your OTS class 
report date. 

 

7. Volunteer DEROS Extension Memo 

7.1 If you are within 90 days of your DEROS and you haven’t received your 
CMS case, please email: AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil. 

7.2 Prior to HQ AFRS/RSOCL requesting a DEROS extension, you need to have 
12 months retainability beyond your OTS class report date. If an extension is 
required once you receive your CMS email, complete the volunteer DEROS 
Extension Memo. Send memo with an updated CDB showing your Date of 
Separation is 12 months beyond your OTS class report date to 
AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil.  

 
8. Clarification on items needed upon arrival to OTS. 

8.1  Government Travel Card (GTC). You are required to contact your 
GTC Coordinator to place your GTC in Mission Critical Status as a part of your 
out-processing for your TDY in-route PCS assignment. 

8.2  Conferred Degree/Transcript. Individuals who did not provide 
conferred transcripts with application are required to send official, conferred 
transcripts in PDF format to AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil. Do NOT have 
schools send e-transcripts directly to this org box. All such emails will be 
deleted. Do NOT have transcripts mailed to this office’s address.  

8.3  An official, sealed, conferred, hard copy transcripts for a qualifying 
degree must be hand-carried to OTS when reporting or mailed to: Officer 
Training School; cadet name, class number; 22 TRSS/MSPC, 501 Lemay Plaza 
North; Maxwell AFB, AL 36112-6417. The official transcript must reflect degree, 
major, day, month, and year awarded. (Note: Your transcript CANNOT have 
"Issued to Student" stamped on it. To avoid this from occurring, you may send 
your official transcript to your supervisor at your duty address.)  
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9. AFSC Specific Requirements: 
 

AFSC Program Job Title 
(Refer to the AFOCD for Job Description) 

Security 
Clearance 
Type: 

Physical and 
Medical: 

Base 
Choices: 

Personnel 
Reliability 
Program: 

13C1 Special Tactics T5 SWA Y N 
13D1 Combat Rescue T5 SWA Y N 
13L1 TACP T5 SWA Y N 
13M1 Airfield Operations T3 ATC Y N 
13N1 ICBM Missile T5 GBC MOD N Y 
13S1 Space T5 422 - CCT Y N 
14N1 Intelligence T5 - N N 
14F1 Operation Analysis/Math Scientist (Previously 61A1) T5 - Y N 
15A1 Operations Research Anylist T3 - Y N 
15W1 Weather T5 - Y N 
17D1 Cyberspace Operations T5 - N N 
21A1 Aircraft Maintenance T3 - Y N 
21M1 Munitions & Missile Maintenance T5 - Y Y 
21R1 Logistics Readiness T3 - Y N 
31P1 Security Forces T3 - Y N 
32EX Architect/Architectural Engineering T3 - Y N 
32E1C Civil Engineer T3 - Y N 
32E1E Electrical Engineer T3 - Y N 
32E1F Mechanical Engineer T3 - Y N 
32E1 General Engineer T3 - Y N 
32E1J Environmental Engineer T3 - Y N 
35B1 Band* T3 - Y N 
35P1 Public Affairs T3 - Y N 
38F1 Force Support T3 - Y N 
61C1 Chemist/Biologist T5 - Y N 
61D1 Scientist, Physicist/Nuclear T5 - Y N 
62E1A Developmental Engineer, Aeronautical Engineer T3 - Y N 
62E1B Developmental Engineer, Astronautical Engineer T3 - Y N 
62E1C Developmental Engineer, Computer Systems T3 - Y N 
62E1E Developmental Engineer, Electrical/Electronic T3 - Y N 
62E1 Developmental Engineer, Project Engineer T3 - Y N 
62E1 Developmental Engineer, Mechanical Engineer T3 - Y N 
63A1 Acquisition Manager T3 - Y N 
64P1 Contracting T3 - Y N 
65F1 Financial Management T3 - Y N 
71S1 Special Investigations T5 - Y N 
              Rated AFSCs                                                                                                                                                                         
11H1 Helicopter Pilot Trainee T5 FC1/FC1A/FCIII/GBO N N 
92T0 Pilot Trainee T5 FC1/FC1A/FCIII/GBO N N 

92T1 Combat Systems Officer T5 FC1A/FCIII/GBO N N 
92T2 Air Battle Management (ABM), AWACs T5 FCIII/GBO N N 
92T3 Remotely Piloted Aircraft T5 GBO Y N 
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10. AFSC Specific Notes 

10.1. Physical 

10.1.1. Selection is tentative pending a final review of medical qualifications. 
Please read this section thoroughly to ensure you meet all post-selection 
medical requirements for your AFSC. The AF Form 422 is NOT sufficient 
medical qualification for 92T0, 92T1, 92T2, 92T3, 13D1, 13L1, 13M1, 
13N1 or 13S1. Your Military Treatment Facility (MTF) will document and 
forward your physical to the AFRS/RSG electronically. You will need to 
periodically check with your MTF on the status of your physical. Once 
your physical has been certified by the AFRS/RSG and you have a copy, 
email your DD FM 2808, page 1 only, with the AFRS/RSG certification 
stamp to AFRS/RSOCL to: AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil 

10.1.2. Individuals who are already physically qualified in an equivalent 
enlisted special flying duty 13XX AFS MTF should refer to AFI 48-123 to 
determine if a new physical is required. If a new physical is not required, 
then acquire a new AF FM 422 with the mandatory statement that 
includes the AFSC selected: 

“Based on full record review member is medically qualified for 
continued enlistment, commissioning and cleared for 
worldwide duty for AFSC XXXX, type of physical on file 
(FCIII/ARSMOD/ARATC) and does not have an ALC or is in the 
process of a medical evaluation board (MEB). Also member 
does not have an AF Form 469 with Duty Limiting Condition 
Report describing duty limitations or exemption from any 
component for Fitness Testing. Member has/has not had PRK 
or Lasik surgery. Surgery date was on (date). Member meets 
AF normal color vision standards per administration of the Cone 
contrast test, if applicable.” 

10.1.3. The following is a list of the types of physicals needed for each Air 
Force Specialty that requires more than the basic AF FM 422 that you 
submitted with your application. Ensure that your MTF reviews for all 
listed AFSC and not only for the AFSC selected. This will allow AFRS/RSG 
to easily inform us of other jobs you are qualified for in the event that 
you are medically disqualified from your selected AFSC. This will prevent 
you from having to resubmit for other jobs: 

                         11H1 (Helicopter Pilot): FC1/FC1A/FCIII/GBO 
                         92T0 (Pilot): FC1/FC1A/FCIII/GBO 
                          92T1 (CSO): FC1A/FCIII/GBO 

92T2 (ABM): FCIII/GBO 
92T3 (RPA): GBO (Cert pg from AFRS/RSG will still have the 
statement that must pass MFS) 
13C1 (STO): SWA 
13D1 (CRO): SWA 
13L1 (TACP): SWA 
13M1 (ATC): ATC 
13N1 (MISSILE): GBC MOD 
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13S1 (SPACE): AF FM 422 (with mandatory statement and contrast 
cone test sentence, as seen above in paragraph 10.1.2.) 

10.1.4. All active duty enlisted members selected for 92T0 or 92T3 will report 
to Medical Flight Screening at Wright-Patterson upon completion of their 
FC1/IIU physical and OTS class assignment. Members will receive a TDY 
RIP through the normal TDY channels. Follow the instructions on the 
RIP. Pilot and RPA selects need to remove their contact lens 30 days 
(soft) or 90 days (hard) prior to attending medical Flight screening at 
Wright-Patterson AFB. 

10.2. Security Clearance 

10.2.1. All security clearances must be current or initiated prior to reporting to 
OTS. Top Secret (T5) clearances are valid for 6 years and Secret (T3) 
clearances are valid for 10 years. Review your security clearance type 
and investigation close date to determine any required action. 

10.2.2. It is a requirement to initiate or update a Single Scope Background 
Investigation (SSBI) Top Secret (T5) for selects classified into an AFSC 
listed on the Mandatory SSBI Requirement List for Officer AFSCs in the 
Air Force Officer Classification Directory. (See the table above for entry 
level AFSC that require a T5.) 

10.2.3. All other AFSC must initiate or update a National Agency Check, Local 
Checks and Credit Check (NACLC) Secret (T3) prior to reporting to OTS, 
as needed. 

10.2.4. If you have the required type of security clearance but it has or will 
become due within 60 days of your OTS class start date, then you need 
to do your periodic update. If you need to initiate or update your 
clearance, your point of contact is your Unit Security Manager. You will 
need to provide a copy of the selection message, AFSC job description 
with clearance requirement from AF Officer Classification Directory 
(AFOCD), and this document for their records. Email 
AFRS/LO.Accessions@us.af.mil if your security manager needs any 
additional information. (The AFOCD is located in myPers. Locate it by 
clicking on officers and then search for AFOCD.) 

 
 
 

10.2.5. If you have to initiate your security clearance, you must provide HQ 
AFRS/RSOCL with verification of your security clearance initiation. 
Provide either a memorandum from your security manager, a finalized 
AF FM 2583, or an updated Record Review Update (RRU) from the 
Military Personnel Data System (MilPDS) reflecting the required 
security clearance action has been initiated or completed. A security 
clearance suspense will not be placed on your record if no action is 
required and the RRU in your application is current and meets your 
Officer AFSC security clearance requirements. 
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10.3. Base Choices List 

Refer to the ‘Base Choices List’ attachment (located in the attachments – 
under the paper-clip icon to the left in this document). For the AFSC choices 
that require the ‘Base Choices List,’ please enter up to 8 base choices in 
order of preference on the ‘Active Duty Post-Selection Form.’ Be sure to 
email the form to AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil 

10.4. Personal Reliability Program (PRP) 

The complete PRP packet is in the ‘Active Duty Post-Selection PRP 
Instructions’ (refer to Attachments). Please send us an email if you require 
the PRP packet and we will send it to you. You will submit the PRP packet by 
emailing it to AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil 



2021 with USSF

		INSTRUCTIONS FOR AO:  Please update the bases below for your AFSC(s) - these are bases available to initial accessions only.

		19Z1A		19Z1B		19Z1C		13H1		13M1		13N1		13S1 - USSF		14F1		14N1 - USAF		14N1 - USSF		15A1		15W1		17D1 - USAF		17D1 - USSF		17S1 - USAF		17S1 - USSF		21A1		21M1		21R1		31P1		32E1A		32E1C		32E1E		32E1F		32E1G		32E1J		35P1		38F1		46XX		61C1		61D1		62E1A - USAF		62E1A - USSF		62E1B - USAF		62E1B - USSF		62E1C - USAF		62E1C - USSF		62E1E - USAF		62E1E - USSF		62E1G - USAF		62E1G - USSF		62E1H - USAF		62E1H - USSF		62E1I - USAF		62E1I - USSF		63A1 - USAF		63A1 - USSF		64P1		65F1		71S1		92T0		92T0E		92T1		92T2		92T3

		JBSA LACKLAND		JBSA LACKLAND		KIRTLAND		ANDREWS		HILL		VANDENBERG 		VANDENBERG 		BARKSDALE 		GOODFELLOW		GOODFELLOW		BARKSDALE 		BARKSDALE		KEESLER		KEESLER		KEESLER		KEESLER		AVIANO		ANDERSEN		ALTUS		FE WARREN		ALCONBURY		ALCONBURY		ALCONBURY		ALCONBURY		ALCONBURY		ALCONBURY		ALTUS		AVIANO		EGLIN		ABERDEEN PROV GND		ARNOLD		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ABERDEEN PROV GND		BUCKLEY		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ABERDEEN PROV GND		AURORA		ARNOLD		BUCKLEY SFB		ALTUS		ALTUS		ANDREWS		COLUMBUS		SHEPPARD		PENSACOLA NAS		TYNDALL		JBSA RANDOLPH

		""		""		""		COLUMBUS		ROBINS		""		""		CANNON		""		""		CREECH 		DAVIS MONTHAN		""		""		""		""		BARKSDALE		AVIANO		ANDERSEN		KIRTLAND		ALTUS		ALTUS		ALTUS		ALTUS		ALTUS		ALTUS		ANDREWS		BARKSDALE		ELMENDORF		CHARLOTTESVILLE		BARKSDALE 		ARNOLD		BUCKLEY		ARNOLD		BUCKLEY		BARKSDALE		BUCKLEY		ARNOLD		BUCKLEY		BARKSDALE		COLORADO SPRINGS		ARNOLD		BUCKLEY		BARKSDALE		BUCKLEY		EDWARDS		CAPE CANAVERAL SFS		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		BARKSDALE		LAUGHLIN		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		LACKLAND		TINKER		""		""		DAVIS-MONTHAN 		""		""		DAVIS-MONTHAN 		FT BRAGG		""		""		""		""		BEALE		BARKSDALE		ANDREWS		MALMSTROM		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		ANDERSEN		BARKSDALE		BEALE		FT SAM HOUSTON		EDWARDS 		BUCKLEY 		BARKSDALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		BARKSDALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		BEALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		BARKSDALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		BEALE		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		BARKSDALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		BEALE		CAPE CANAVERAL		EGLIN		KIRTLAND		ANDREWS		AVIANO		DAVIS-MONTHAN		VANCE		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		LANGLEY		WRIGHT PATTERSON		""		""		HURLBURT FIELD 		""		""		DYESS		FT HOOD		""		""		""		""		CANNON		BEALE		AVIANO		MINOT		AVIANO		AVIANO		AVIANO		AVIANO		AVIANO		AVIANO		BEALE		CANNON		JB LANGLEY-EUSTIS		EGLIN		CHARLOTTESVILLE		BEALE		CHANTILLY		BEALE		CHANTILLY		BOSTON CITY		CHANTILLY		BEALE		CHANTILLY		CREECH		LOS ANGELES		BEALE		CHANTILLY		CREECH		CHANTILLY		HANSCOM		LOS ANGELES SFB		AVIANO		BARKSDALE		EDWARDS		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		LAUGHLIN		""		""		""		JB LANGLEY-EUSTIS		""		""		EDWARDS 		HICKAM		""		""		""		""		CHARLESTON		CANNON		BARKSDALE		MOODY		BARKSDALE		BARKSDALE		BARKSDALE		BARKSDALE		BARKSDALE		BARKSDALE		BUCKLEY		COLUMBUS		KEESLER		JBSA FT SAM HOUSTON		COLORADO SPRINGS		CREECH		COLORADO SPRINGS		CREECH		COLORADO SPRINGS		CREECH		COLORADO SPRINGS		CREECH		COLORADO SPRINGS		DAVIS-MONTHAN		PETERSON		CREECH		COLORADO SPRINGS		DAVIS-MONTHAN		COLORADO SPRINGS		HILL		PETERSON SFB		BARKSDALE		BEALE		EGLIN		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		PETERSON		""		""		""		JBSA LACKLAND		""		""		EGLIN 		KAPAUN		""		""		""		""		CREECH		CREECH		BEALE		WHITEMAN		BEALE		BEALE		BEALE		BEALE		BEALE		BEALE		CANNON		DAVIS-MONTHAN		NELLIS		KADENA		EDWARDS 		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DECATUR		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DECATUR		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DECATUR		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DECATUR		DYESS		SCHRIEVER		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DECATUR		DYESS		DECATUR		HOLLOMAN		SCHRIEVER SFB		BEALE		BOLLING		HANSCOM		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		RANDOLPH		""		""		""		MILDENHALL		""		""		FT GEORGE MEADE		SCOTT		""		""		""		""		DAVIS MONTHAN		BUCHEL		CANNON		ANDREWS		BOLLING		BOLLING		BOLLING		BOLLING		BOLLING		BOLLING		COLUMBUS		DOVER		TRAVIS		KIRTLAND		EGLIN 		DYESS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		DYESS		EDWARDS		DYESS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		DYESS		HANSCOM		EDWARDS		VANDENBERG		DYESS		EDWARDS		EDWARDS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		MAXWELL-GUNTER		VANDENBERG SFB		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		HILL		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		SHEPPARD		""		""		""		SCOTT		""		""		HILL		SHAW		""		""		""		""		DOVER		DAVIS-MONTHAN		CHARLESTON		""		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		BUCKLEY		CREECH		DYESS		WRIGHT PATTERSON		MILDENHALL		FT BELVOIR		EDWARDS		KIRTLAND		EDWARDS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		EDWARDS		KIRTLAND		EDWARDS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		EGLIN		""		EDWARDS		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		EGLIN		KIRTLAND		OFFUTT		""		CANNON		CANNON		HURLBURT		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		VANCE		""		""		""		WRIGHT PATTERSON 		""		""		HURLBURT FIELD 		""		""		""		""		""		DYESS		DYESS		DAVIS-MONTHAN		""		CANNON		CANNON		CANNON		CANNON		CANNON		CANNON		DAVIS MONTHAN		EDWARDS		""		PATRICK 		JBSA FT SAM HOUSTON		EGLIN		L B JOHNSON SP CN		EGLIN		KIRTLAND		EGLIN		L B JOHNSON SP CN		EGLIN		KIRTLAND		FT GEORGE MEADE		""		EGLIN		KIRTLAND		FT GEORGE MEADE		L B JOHNSON SP CN		PETERSON		""		CHARLESTON		COLUMBUS		JB LANGLEY EUSTIS		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		WRIGHT PATTERSON		""		""		""		""		""		""		JB LANGLEY-EUSTIS		""		""		""		""		""		EDWARDS		EGLIN		DOVER		""		COLUMBUS		COLUMBUS		COLUMBUS		COLUMBUS		COLUMBUS		COLUMBUS		DOVER		EGLIN		""		WRIGHT PATTERSON 		KIRTLAND 		FT GEORGE MEADE		LOS ANGELES		FT GEORGE MEADE		L B JOHNSON SP CN		FT GEORGE MEADE		LOS ANGELES		FT GEORGE MEADE		L B JOHNSON SP CN		HANSCOM		""		ELLSWORTH		L B JOHNSON SP CN		HANSCOM		LOS ANGELES		ROBINS		""		COLUMBUS		DAVIS-MONTHAN		KEESLER		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		JBMDL MCGUIRE 		""		""		""		""		""		EGLIN		EIELSON		DYESS		""		DAVIS MONTHAN		DAVIS MONTHAN		DAVIS MONTHAN		DAVIS MONTHAN		DAVIS MONTHAN		DAVIS MONTHAN		DYESS		EIELSON		""		""		LOS ANGELES		HANSCOM		PETERSON		HANSCOM		LOS ANGELES		HANSCOM		MAUI ISLAND		FT GORDON		LOS ANGELES		HILL		""		FT GEORGE MEADE		LOS ANGELES		HILL		PETERSON		ROME LAB MTC 		""		DAVIS-MONTHAN		DOVER		LACKLAND		""		""		""		""		""

		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		""		JB PRL HBR-HICKAM		""		""		""		""		""		EIELSON		ELLSWORTH		EGLIN		""		DOVER 		DOVER 		DOVER 		DOVER 		DOVER 		DOVER 		EGLIN		ELLSWORTH		""		""		MAUI ISLAND 		HILL		SAN DIEGO		HILL		MAUI ISLAND		HILL		PATRICK		HANSCOM		PATRICK		HOLLOMAN		""		HANSCOM		PETERSON		HOLLOMAN		SAN DIEGO		SCOTT		""		DOVER		DYESS		LOS ANGELES		""		""		""		""		""
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This PRP packet is required for AFSC 13N1 and 21M1 selects.
(Note: Additionally, a MOD physical from your MTF is required for AFSC 


13N1 selects.)


Active Duty Post-Selection PRP Instructions

1. Click the "Enable" button on the yellow ribbon at the top of this document.


2. To the left of this document, click the paper clip icon to see the attachments.


3. Download and complete the 'ADAPT Release of Information,' 'DD FM 2870,' and
'PRP Questionnaire' forms in accordance with the basic instructions outlined


4. Save your files following the naming convention below:


Last Name, First Name ADAPT 
Last Name, First Name 2870 
Last Name, First Name PRP Q
Tri-fold Pamphlet (for Review)


6. Send an encrypted email including your PRP forms to


AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil with other suspense items. (Example: Active 
Duty Post-Selection Form, proof of T5 SSBI top secret clearance, MOD physical, 
etc.).


Please follow the specific instructions below for 
completing each form:


(Note: The Board Schedule is posted on the AF Portal.)


ADAPT Release of Information


- The authorization expiration date will be 12 months beyond the board release 
date.
- A witness signature is not required. You may leave this field blank.


DD FM 2870
- The authorization start date will be the application cut-off date.
- The authorization expiration date will be 12 months beyond the board 
release date.


PRP Questionnaire


- The field for your graduation date may be left blank or you can mark 'TBD.'


Instructions:










AUTHORIZATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH DISCLOSURE/RESTRICTION OF INFORMATION 



PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 



I understand that I have the right to revoke this authorization/restriction at any time.  My revocation must 
be in writing and provided to the facility where my medical records are kept.  I am aware that my 
revocation is not effective to the extent that the persons I have authorized to use and/or disclose my 
protected health information have acted in reliance upon this authorization 



I understand that if I authorize my mental health information that may contain Drug and Alcohol Abuse or 



Rehabilitation information, to be disclosed to someone who is not required to comply with federal privacy 



protection regulations, then such information may be re-disclosed and would no longer be protected. 



I understand that I have a right to inspect and receive a copy of my own protected health information to be used or 



disclosed, in accordance with the requirements of the federal privacy protection regulations found in the Privacy Act 



and 45 CFR §164.524. 



I understand that I do not have to sign this authorization and that refusal to sign will not affect my eligibility for 



benefits nor will it affect my abilities to obtain treatment unless the treatment is in the course of a research protocol 



that requires authorization. 



PATIENT DATA 



Name (Last, First, MI) Date of Birth Social Security/Identification Number 



Period of treatment (month, day year) 
Type of Treatment  Outpatient  Inpatient  Both 



DISCLOSURE 



I authorize the following persons (or class of persons) to make the 
authorized use and/or disclosure of my mental health information 



My mental health information will be used or disclosed upon request 
for the following purpose  



 At the request of the individual 
 Other (please specify) 



My authorization applies to the information described below.  Only this information may be used and/or disclosed pursuant to this 
authorization.  Future disclosure of this information without written consent of the patient is prohibited. 



This authorization expires on (insert date 
or event that triggers expiration) 



I authorize the following persons (or class of persons) to receive my protected health 
information 



I hereby request and authorize the named physician/medical treatment facility to release the 
medical information described above to the named individual/organization indicated.  My 
authorization can be revoked at any time except for that information which has already been 
released and the specification of the date, event, or condition on which the consent will expire, if 
revoked. 



Date 



Signature of Patient/Parent/Guardian Witness 
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Full Medical Records
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PERSONNEL RELIABILITY PROGRAM (PRP)     
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USAFA, ROTC, OTS, 



     479 FTG, 80 FTW, 14 STUS, 71 STUS, 47 STUS 



AUTHORITY:  10 U.S.C. 8013, Secretary of the Air Force, DoDM 5210.42 and AFMAN 13-501. 



PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:  To assist in the Pre-screening of PRP applicants 



ROUTINE USES:  Use of this questionnaire and guide is MANDATORY.  Individual completes SECTION 1. The PRP pre-screener 
completes SECTION 2 while screening the UPRG, PIF, UIF, personnel records. The PRP pre-screen medical Technician/Competent 
Medical Authority (CMA) completes applicable area of SECTION 2 while screening all available health records. Sensitive medical 
information will only be maintained in health records. Any released medical information will comply with all HIPPA requirements. This 
information will only be disclosed to HQ AETC A3N PRAP Functionals and PRP Administrative Qualification Cell personnel. 



PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 APPLIES 



DISCLOSURE: Refusal to answer questions/provide information may result in not meeting the spirit and intent of the PRP, as
determined by the Commander/Certifying Official. 



RANK CONTACT PHONE NUMBER (cell or duty) 



The following information is required in order to make a sound judgment towards your certification for Personnel Reliability 
Program related duties. Answer all questions as it pertains to pre-service and in-service. 



Complete all questions truthfully to the best of your knowledge. Each question should be answered by placing a check in the 
appropriate column (“YES”, “NO”). Answering “YES” to any question does not mean you will be disqualified; however, all “YES” 
answers must be fully explained in the “Additional Comments” section. Explanations should include when, circumstance(s), 
how many times, how often, which substance(s), why, and other details as applicable. 



Report all information regardless of whether the charges were dismissed, unfounded, you were found not guilty or the record has been 
“sealed” or otherwise stricken from the court files.   This section pertains to agencies including, but not limited to, Military, Federal, 
State, County, City and Juvenile Law Enforcement Agencies. 



YES NO Individual Questions 
1. Have you EVER had any legal and/or financial problems (i.e., wages garnished, property repossessed, lien place upon property, judgment 



against you which you have not paid, delinquent debts, collections, repossession, bankruptcy, checks returned for insufficient funds, etc.)? 
** Answer YES even if debt has been resolved. **



2. Have you EVER: 
a. Been ticketed for a traffic violation (i.e., speeding ticket, parking ticket, expired registration, etc.)?  Provide date, location, speed.



b. Been in trouble with the police for something other than a traffic violation (i.e., trespassing, disturbing the peace, vandalism, etc.)? 
** Include details for any “non-charged” offenses. **



c. Been arrested or do you have charges pending against you, even if the charges were dismissed (to include Article 15)?



d. Had any juvenile offenses that were sealed by the court?



e. Had a restraining order or no-contact order placed against you for any reason?



3. Have you EVER been investigated for any type of abuse, neglect, or maltreatment, even if it was found to be unsubstantiated or charges were 
dropped (e.g., Family Advocacy Program)?



DATE NAME: LAST, FISRT, M.I. 



AFSC SSN GRADUATION DATE



SECTION I - MEMBER
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  YES   NO Individual Questions 



4. Have you EVER used a weapon in a fight, been charged/convicted of a firearm violation, or been charged/convicted of an unauthorized use or
possession of explosive material?



5. Do you often lose your temper and/or hit or break things when frustrated or angry? 



6. Have you EVER, without legal authorization: 
a. Entered any information technology system (e.g., computer hacking)? 



b.  Modified, destroyed, manipulated or denied access to information residing on any information system?



c. Introduced hardware, software or media into any information technology systems (i.e., Virus, Spyware, Malware, etc.)? 



7. Have you EVER been involved in the unauthorized trafficking, cultivating, processing, manufacturing, or sale of any controlled or illegal 
drugs (including cannabis-based products)? 



8. Have you EVER: 
a. Used marijuana or hashish, to include ingested cannabais-based products (edibles) or the drug spice or salvia divinorum? (if yes, answer 



additional questions below; if no, proceed to 8b) 
b     
 How often did you use the above substance?        Occasionally         Once a month      Once a week      Daily 



What is the total length of time of substance use? (from first use until last use): 



Was the substance use legal at the time and location of use?         Yes      No 



How long ago was the substance LAST used?       < 6 months       6 months to 3 years      > 3 years 



b. Used illegal drugs such as cocaine, heroin, crack, LSD, mescaline, PCP, ecstasy, methamphetamines, barbiturates, peyote or any other illegal 
substance? 



c. Sniffed or used substances such as aerosol sprays, lighter fluid, petrochemicals, or adhesives? 



d. Used non-prescription steroids? 



e. Used more medication (yours or someone else’s) than prescribed or recommended by manufacturer? 



f. Had a DUI and/or DWI?



g. Had an underage drinking incident, or any other alcohol-related incident (ARI) resulting in accident, injury, law enforcement involvement or
other negative consequence?



h. Been counseled, evaluated, or hospitalized for alcohol or drug incident, abuse or dependence? 



i. Been counseled for any reason, treated or hospitalized for emotional, mental, behavioral, PTSD, or personality problem/condition/disorder? 



j. Been prescribed any medication for an emotional, mental, behavioral, PTSD, or personality problem/condition/disorder, or to improve attention 
or hyperactivity (ADD or ADHD)?



k. Needed, but not received, help for drug, alcohol, emotional or behavioral problems?



l. Seriously thought about, planned, or attempted to take your own life?



m. Hurt yourself on purpose, for example, by burning or cutting? 



n. Had emotional problem(s) that caused you to miss school or work?



o. Experienced any significant health problem/condition for which you did not seek treatment? 
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p. Experienced any loss of consciousness, head injury, or history of dizziness? 



q. Had a fear of confined spaces? 



9. Do you frequently have difficulty sleeping? 



10. Are you currently taking any medications or supplements (prescription, non-prescription, herbal)?  List All in Additional Comments 



11. Have you EVER left a job under other than favorable conditions (fired, terminated, laid off, left without giving proper notice)? 



12. Have you EVER had a break in service lasting over 2 years?



13. Have you EVER been permanently disqualified/decertified from PRP? 



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 



 ** I certify that I have truthfully answered all of the above questions to the best of my knowledge. ** 



 (printed name)     (Signature)         (Date) 



14. Have you EVER been granted Department of Energy (DOE) Sigma 14 (ALC “G”) or Unauthorized Launch (UL) Studies (ALC “M”) access? 



15. Have you EVER received an LOA, LOC, LOR, UIF, or Referral EPR/OPR?
(Provide date and copy of documentation if not available in your archived personnel record.) 



16. Do you have a negative attitude or feelings towards nuclear weapons duty, working with or around nuclear weapons, or the purpose of PRP? 
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SECTION II 
THE FOLLOWING SECTION TO BE UTILIZED BY THE PRP PRE-SCREENER 



SUITABILITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT TOOL: ALL GREEN? YES                NO 
EXPLANATION FOR “NO” REQUIRED: 



          NO SF – RECOMMEND  SF – RECOMMEND   SF – NOT RECOMMENDED 



COMMENTS FROM PRE-SCREENING: 



PRP Pre-screener Printed Name PRP Pre-screener Signature Date 



THE FOLLOWING SECTION TO BE UTILIZED BY THE PRP MEDICAL CONSULTANT 



SUITABILITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT TOOL: ALL GREEN? YES            NO 
EXPLANATION FOR “NO” REQUIRED: 



          NO SF – RECOMMEND SF – RECOMMEND SF – NOT RECOMMENDED 



COMMENTS FROM PRP MEDICAL CONSULTANT: 



   PRP Pre-screener Printed Name     PRP Pre-screener Signature       Date 








			PERSONNEL RELIABILITY PROGRAM (PRP)     QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USAFA, ROTC, OTS,


			(PRINT) NAME LAST, FIRST, M.I. RANK DATE              CONTACT PHONE NUMBER (cell or duty)








			How often did you use the above substance: 


			Occasionally: 


			Once a month: 


			Once a week: 


			Was the substance use legal at the time and location of use: 


			Yes: 


			How long ago was the substance LAST used: 


			6 months: 


			6 months to 3 years: 


			Text2: 


			Text3: 


			Text4: 


			Text5: 


			Text7: 


			Text8: 


			Text9: 


			Text1: 


			Text10: 


			date: 


			Text11: 


			Text13: 


			Text14: 


			Text16: 


			Check Box1: Off


			Check Box2: Off


			Check Box4: Off


			Check Box5: Off


			Check Box6: Off


			Check Box7: Off


			Check Box8: Off


			Check Box9: Off


			Check Box10: Off


			Check Box11: Off


			Check Box12: Off


			Check Box13: Off


			Check Box14: Off


			Check Box15: Off


			Check Box16: Off


			Check Box17: Off


			Check Box18: Off


			Check Box19: Off


			Check Box20: Off


			Check Box21: Off


			Check Box22: Off


			Check Box23: Off


			Check Box24: Off


			Check Box25: Off


			Check Box26: Off


			Check Box27: Off


			Check Box28: Off


			Check Box29: Off


			Check Box30: Off


			Check Box31: Off


			Check Box32: Off


			Check Box33: Off


			Check Box34: Off


			Check Box35: Off


			Check Box36: Off


			Check Box37: Off


			Check Box38: Off


			Check Box39: Off


			Check Box40: Off


			Check Box41: Off


			Check Box42: Off


			Check Box43: Off


			Check Box44: Off


			Check Box45: Off


			Check Box46: Off


			Check Box47: Off


			Check Box48: Off


			Check Box49: Off


			Check Box50: Off


			Check Box51: Off


			Check Box52: Off


			Check Box53: Off


			Check Box54: Off


			Check Box55: Off


			Check Box56: Off


			Check Box57: Off


			Check Box58: Off


			Check Box59: Off


			Check Box60: Off


			Check Box61: Off


			Check Box62: Off


			Check Box63: Off


			Check Box64: Off


			Check Box65: Off


			Check Box66: Off


			Check Box67: Off


			Check Box68: Off


			Check Box69: Off


			Check Box70: Off


			Text12: 


			Text15: 


			Text17: 


			Text18: 


			Text19: 


			Check Box71: Off


			Check Box712: Off


			Check Box73: Off


			Check Box74: Off


			Check Box75: Off


			Check Box76: Off


			Check Box77: Off













AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF MEDICAL OR DENTAL INFORMATION



In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), the notice informs you of the purpose of the form and how
it will be used.  Please read it carefully.
AUTHORITY:  Public Law 104-191; E.O. 9397 (SSAN); DoD 6025.18-R.
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S):  This form is to provide the Military Treatment Facility/Dental Treatment Facility/TRICARE Health Plan
with a means to request the use and/or disclosure of an individual's protected health information.
ROUTINE USE(S):  To any third party or the individual upon authorization for the disclosure from the individual for: personal
use; insurance; continued medical care; school; legal; retirement/separation; or other reasons.
DISCLOSURE:  Voluntary.  Failure to sign the authorization form will result in the non-release of the protected health
information.
This form will not be used for the authorization to disclose alcohol or drug abuse patient information from medical records or
for authorization to disclose information from records of an alcohol or drug abuse treatment program.  In addition, any use as
an authorization to use or disclose psychotherapy notes may not be combined with another authorization except one to use or
disclose psychotherapy notes.



PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT



SECTION I - PATIENT DATA
1.  NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial) 2.  DATE OF BIRTH  (YYYYMMDD) 3.  SOCIAL SECURITY  NUMBER



4.  PERIOD OF TREATMENT:  FROM - TO (YYYYMMDD) 5.  TYPE OF TREATMENT (X one)



OUTPATIENT INPATIENT BOTH



SECTION II - DISCLOSURE



6.  I AUTHORIZE



a.  NAME OF PHYSICIAN, FACILITY, OR TRICARE HEALTH PLAN b. ADDRESS (Street, City, State and ZIP Code)



c.  TELEPHONE (Include Area Code)    d.  FAX (Include Area Code)    



10. AUTHORIZATION EXPIRATION9.  AUTHORIZATION START DATE (YYYYMMDD)  
DATE (YYYYMMDD)  



8.  INFORMATION TO BE RELEASED



SECTION III - RELEASE AUTHORIZATION
I understand that:
a.  I have the right to revoke this authorization at any time.  My revocation must be in writing and provided to the facility
where my medical records are kept or to the TMA Privacy Officer if this is an authorization for information possessed by the
TRICARE Health Plan rather than an MTF or DTF.  I am aware that if I later revoke this authorization, the person(s) I herein
name will have used and/or disclosed my protected information on the basis of this authorization.
b.  If I authorize my protected health information to be disclosed to someone who is not required to comply with federal
privacy protection regulations, then such information may be re-disclosed and would no longer be protected.
c.  I have a right to inspect and receive a copy of my own protected health information to be used or disclosed, in accordance
with the requirements of the federal privacy protection regulations found in the Privacy Act and 45 CFR   164.524.
d.  The Military Health System (which includes the TRICARE Health Plan) may not condition treatment in MTFs/DTFs, payment
by the TRICARE Health Plan, enrollment in the TRICARE Health Plan or eligibility for TRICARE Health Plan benefits on failure to
obtain this authorization.
I request and authorize the named provider/treatment facility/TRICARE Health Plan to release the information described above
to the named individual/organization indicated.
11. SIGNATURE OF PATIENT/PARENT/LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 12. RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT



      (If applicable)
13. DATE (YYYYMMDD)



SECTION IV - FOR STAFF USE ONLY (To be completed only upon receipt of written revocation)
14. X IF APPLICABLE:



AUTHORIZATION
REVOKED



15. REVOCATION COMPLETED BY 



17. IMPRINT OF PATIENT IDENTIFICATION PLATE WHEN AVAILABLE
SPONSOR NAME:      



FMP/SPONSOR SSN:  
SPONSOR RANK:      



BRANCH OF SERVICE:   
PHONE NUMBER:         



DD FORM 2870, DEC 2003                                                                                                                                                                                                            Adobe Professional 8.0



16. DATE (YYYYMMDD)



ACTION COMPLETED



7.  REASON FOR REQUEST/USE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION (X as applicable)



PERSONAL USE
INSURANCE



CONTINUED MEDICAL CARE
RETIREMENT/SEPARATION



SCHOOL
LEGAL



OTHER (Specify)   



(Name of Facility/TRICARE Health Plan)
 TO RELEASE MY PATIENT INFORMATION TO:



ss








			ptname: 


			ssn: 


			treatper: 


			ptdob: 


			xtype: both


			facname: Air Force Medical Services


			planname: Marshall A. Fiscus, Lt Col, USAF, BSC, CMA AETC Medical Functional for PRAP, HQ AETC/A3N-PRAP


			planaddr: Bldg 661 / Rm 1Randolph AFB, TX 78150


			planphone: 210-652-7379


			planfax: 210-652-5586


			xpers: Off


			xins: Off


			xcontcare: Off


			xret: Off


			xschool: Off


			xlegal: Off


			xother: Yes


			specother: IST/PRP prescreening


			info: Medical Records Documents


			startdate: 


			xdate: Yes


			expdate: 


			xactcomp: Yes


			xrevoke: Off


			authrel: 


			authdate: 


			revby: 


			revdate: 


			imprint: 


			sponsname: 


			sponsrank: 


			sponssn: 


			branch: 


			sponsphone: 


			Reset: 
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Administrative Qualification  - A PRP screening process to ensure 
active duty military individuals meet PRP standards before assignment, 
or while at training for PRP duties. Once the individual is                  
administratively qualified, continuous monitoring procedures apply. 



Certification - A process that validates an individual has been screened, 
evaluated and meets the standards for assignment to PRP duties.         
Certification/Recertification is documented on the AF Form 286, and 
signed by the Certifying Official (CO) and the  individual. 



Certifying Official (CO) - DoD military or civilian official, in a PRP 
position, responsible for nuclear weapons, special nuclear material 
(SNM), or  nuclear command and control (NC2) operations having     
sufficient personal contact with all subordinate PRP personnel to permit 
continual evaluation of their performance and reliability. 



Control Position - A position in which an individual is assigned nuclear 
duties where he or she has access, but no technical knowledge; controls 
access into areas containing nuclear  weapons, but does not have access or 
technical knowledge; is armed and assigned duties to protect or guard 
nuclear weapons; or has been designated as a certifying official at an  
operational unit or staff activities with only designated controlled PRP       
positions. 



D E F I N I T I O N S  C O N T . . .  
I A W  A F M A N  1 3 - 5 0 1  



Decertification - An action based on the receipt of adverse information 
leading to removal from PRP of an individual who has been screened, 
determined reliable and certified capable of performing duties involving 
nuclear weapons, NC2 systems and equipment or specified quantities of 
SNM. 



Your PRP  POC: 



AETC/A3LN PRAP Branch 



DSN 487-6352/7379 COMM (210) 652-XXXX 



Email: aetc.a10@us.af.mil 



PRP—an integral part of the safety,  
security, reliability and effectiveness of 



the US Nuclear Deterrence 



Personnel Reliability Program  



(PRP)  



DODM 5210.42  



AFMAN 13-501 



Continuing Evaluation - The process by which a PRP-certified        
individual is observed for compliance with reliability standards. This is an      
ongoing process that considers duty performance, on and off duty      
behavior, and reliability on a continuing and frequent basis. 



Critical Position - A position in which an individual is assigned nuclear 
duties where he or she has access and technical knowledge; can either 
directly or indirectly cause the launch or use of nuclear weapons; has  
accountability, control, or use of positive control materials or devices 
such as sealed authentication systems, permissive action link (PAL)  
materials and related codes, strategic targeting tapes or material,       
emergency action messages, or  release procedures for nuclear weapons; 
or has been designated as a certifying official at an operational unit or 
staff activities with designated critical PRP positions. 



Disqualification - Before certification, an action taken based on the  
receipt of disqualifying information to deny PRP eligibility of an       
individual considered for, or in training leading to an assignment to duties 
involving nuclear weapons, NC2 systems and equipment, or specified 
quantities of SNM. 



Suitability Factors - In evaluating the relevance of an individuals     
conduct, CO’s are encouraged to carefully weigh a number of variables in 
consideration of the whole person  concept of determining suitability. 
These variables include personal conduct, emotional/mental/personality 
disorders, financial considerations, criminal conduct, substance/drug 
misuse or incidents, alcohol use disorders or alcohol related incidents, 
sexual harassment or assault, security violations and misuse of infor-
mation technology systems. 



Suspension - An action to remove an individual from PRP duties. 



Technical Knowledge– Knowledge that would allow an individual to 
perform an intentional act on a nuclear weapon, a critical nuclear weapon 
system component, or positive control of NC2 material in a manner that 
could go undetected during normal monitoring or operations and could 
cause the unauthorized pre-arming, arming, releasing, disablement, or 
detonation of a nuclear weapon or degradation of weapon performance. 











P U R P O S E  O F  P R P  



                                                                     



 



All PRP members must have: 
 
 Favorable personal security investigation 
 Must be a US citizen or US national 
 Favorable medical evaluation 
 Review of personnel/other official records 
 Personal Interview by a certifying official 



Once selected for a PRP position, the individual must be screened to determine if he/she meets the PRP standards 



 



PRP is a DoD program to select and maintain only reliable      
personnel to perform duties involving nuclear weapons.   
 
 The Air Force expects PRP individuals to meet higher 



standards than others in non-nuclear duties 
 
 Their performance—both on and off duty—will be       



carefully monitored 
 
 They are an integral part of the safety, security and        



effectiveness of our nuclear deterrent! 



M U S T  H AV E S  F O R  
P R P   



S E L F  R E P O R T I N G  



The reliability standards expected of all PRP members are: 
 Be dependable, mentally alert and technically profi-



cient 
 
 Be flexible in adjusting to changes in the working         



environment, including ability to work in adverse or 
emergency situations 



 
 Have good social judgement, emotional stability, per-



sonal integrity, sound judgement and allegiance to the 
US 



 
 Have a positive attitude toward nuclear weapons duty 



to include the purpose of PRP 



Individual responsibilities for PRP: 
 
 Monitor your own reliability 
 
 Monitor the reliability of others performing PRP duties 
 
 Be aware of how things may reduce your effectiveness 
 
 Advise supervisor, unit PRP monitor and/or CO of 



anything that can impact your performance, reliability 
or safety 



 Any new medical conditions—Accidents with injuries, 
any new chronic conditions (diabetes, migraines, etc) 
any appointments with psychologist/psychiatrist. 



 
 Any new monetary collection action. 
 
 Any event that may interfere with sound judgement, 



emotional stability. 
 
 



 
 



Individual is selected for a  
PRP position 



Is there any suitability 
factors the CO needs to 



consider? 



Is the individual qualified? Do 
they meet PRP standards? 



Administratively                
Qualified/Certified by          



the CO 



After being screened for the, PRP individuals have the re-
sponsibility to monitor and report factors that may affect 
suitability for PRP.  This is mandatory while awaiting 
EAD. If factors do  present at any time, the individual 
should contact the Det Monitor as soon as possible to dis-
cuss.  Examples of reportable events for PRP; 
 
 Any involvement with Law Enforcement—i.e. traffic/



parking tickets, accidents, public intoxication, alcohol 
related incidents etc.  Any situation where the individ-
ual is accused or under investigation should be report-
ed. 



P R P  S T A N D A R D S  













Active Duty Post-Selection Form

Applicants must email this form to AFRS.LO.Accessions@us.af.mil with additional items, as outlined in the ‘Active Duty Post-Selection Instructions.’



		Rank/Full Name:



		SSAN:

		Military Email:



		DOB:

		Non Military Email:



		Date of availability:

		Personal Cell #:



		Date of Separation:

		Work Phone #:



		Conferred Degree Maj:



		EFMP Yes/No:

		DEROS Date: 



		

		Question

		Answer



		1. 

		Do concerns you need to inform us about?

		Yes/No



		

		Enter Comments here:



	



		

		



		

		



		



		4. 

		Are your deployed or will be deployed?

		Yes/No



		

		What is your return month and year?

		Mon/Yr.



		

		What is your deployed email?

		



		



		5. 

		Will you need Joint Spouse Consideration?

		Yes/No



		

		Is your spouse Active Duty AF, AF Reserve, Air National Guard, or Sister service AD, Reserve, Guard?

		Enter type



		



		7.

		Who is your current unit commander

		Name/Rank



		



		8.

		What is your current unit commanders email address?

		



		



		9.

		Rated Selects: Do you wear contact lenses?

		Yes/No



		

		If yes, when did you stop wearing?

		Date:



		



		10.

		Rated Selects: Do you have a flying class physical for officer AFSC on file?

		Yes/No



		



		11.

		Do you have a Private Pilot License (PPL)?

		Yes/No



		



		12.

		Provide title and base of your servicing MPF (i.e. 81st FSS, Keesler AFB)?

		



		



		13.

		Will your security manager use PSDM 19-25 and AFOCD TS SSBI requirement to initiate your TS SSBI clearance? If not, discuss this with your commander. (Note: you may require a CMS message to submit to Base IP.)

		Yes/No



		



		14.

		Will you Base IP use PSDM/AFOCD/Active Duty Post-Selection Instructions to initiate your TS SSBI? If not, what will they accept?

		Yes/No    

List what Base IP requires:



		



		15.

		Assignment Dream List:

		



		1

		2

		3

		4



		

		

		

		



		5

		6

		7

		8



		

		

		

		





Note: Rated AFSC selects do not complete assignment dream list.



